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Chapter 1: Introduction 
With the increasing development of software used in mechanical modelling, rolling 
simulations have become a valuable tool to steel producers for prediction of material 
behaviour, roll forces, coolant requirements, as well as geometry control systems. 
At the time of commencement of this project, Columbus did not have an accurate method for 
predicting the forces on rollers in the rougher mill. They merely used a progression of 
empirically based equations and experience from rolling schedules as a guide for force 
prediction. 
The main objective of this project was to provide Columbus Stainless Steel with a numerical 
simulation model (using Abaqus Explicit version 6.2.1) that would be able to accurately 
predict roll forces in the rougher mill. This would aid the control of roll bending in order to 
produce more steel within required specification and lower the average geometric gauge 
toward the lower bound of the specification, thereby reducing cost. Further aims are to refine 
this model to include data output of thermal, strain and strain rate histories that could be used 
as input into a microstructure prediction model. 
The rolling simulation takes into account the through thickness distribution of temperature, 
strain (see figure below) and strain rate in the roll gap in order to accurately model the flow 
stress of the material. The material used in the model is AlSI 304 stainless steel. In order to 
define the temperature in the roll gap, the convection, conduction and radiation heat transfer 
to rollers, coolants, descaler sprays and general environment is taken into account throughout 
the simulation. Once the thermal and mechanical properties of the material have been 
accurately modelled and validated, the simulation can be used as the foundation for 
microstructural evolution research. 
~., 
tJ\v • . Co." .; "IS' ) 
Fig 1.1: Plot showing strain distribution during hot rolling 
Note: The roller is mathematically circular although Abaqus 6.2.1 does not render it as such. 
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Chapter 2: Process Description 
In order to accurately model an industrial process, it is important to have a good 
understanding of the process practice. Columbus Stainless do both hot and cold rolling 
processes to produce a wide range of austenitic and ferritic stainless steels. 
The hot rolling process begins with the melting of the raw material (scrap iron, ferro-chrome, 
nitrogen, ferro-silicon, ferro-molybdenum, manganese, lime etc) in the electric arc furnace. 
At this stage some liquid metal is allowed to solidify and is analysed in the chemical 
laboratory. 
Fig 2.1: Tapping an Arc Furnace 
2 
The molten metal is then taken through a CLU (Cruessot, Loire, Uddeholm) converter. In the 
CLU super heated steam is used as a source of oxygen. The steam is blown into the CLU via 
openings situated in the Hoor of the CLU vessel. The oxygen reacts with the carbon in the 
steel and forms carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. By doing this the carbon in the steel is 
lowered to the required levels. This is an exothermic reaction and the bath heats up during 
blowing. During this process, more raw material will be added to bring the chemistry closer to 
the aim ranges. After blowing, levels of chromium in the slag are high, having oxidised 
during the oxygen blowing. Once the carbon is at the required level the slag is reduced by 
adding silicon, which releases chromium from the slag. After this, blowing is completed using 
pure argon to remove oxides and to adjust the carbon levels. 
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From here it is sent through the rinse station. At the rinse station argon is bubbled through the 
steel from an opening in the bottom. This is a gentle process to float out any inclusions 
(pieces of metal oxides which are so lid at high temperature). The secondary function is to 
bring the temperature within a range of super heat just above the solidification point (i.e. 
cooling the steel). Final raw material additions in very pure form are made to make final 
adjustments to the chemistry. 
The molten metal is poured into a vertical continuous caster. The caster is a water cooled 
copper mould which cools the metal, forming a slab. As the outer shell of the slab solidifies 
(with the middle still molten), the slab is bent through 90 degrees and rolls onto the roller 
table where it is cut by the crop shear into manageable lengths, cools further and is surface 
ground by the slab grinder. 
When an AISI 304 stainless slab is needed for rolling, it is first heated to 12400C in the reheat 
furnace, before passing through descaling sprayers. The slab is then fed into the two-high 
rougher mill, which reduces the gauge thickness from 202mm to approximately 23mm in 
seven passes. Edge rollers are also used on the first and third passes to introduce an edge 
profile that minimises alligator cracking of the edges. 
The strip is then fed into the Steckel mill which reduces the gauge thickness required (2.Smm 
minimum). This mill coils the strip between passes and has front and back tension to help 
control wrinkling. The strip is then cooled and coiled, and is either sent to the packing line, 
annealed, cleaned and cut, or sent to the cold rolling process line. 
Fig 2.2: Pouring into the Continuous Castor Fig 2.3: Columbus' Hot Rougher Mill 
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Chapter 5: Approach to Project 
Effective and efficient progress in this project required a multi-focus approach to the different 
areas that influence procedure and outcome of the research. The 1st level approach to this 
project is shown schematically below: 
Review of Material 
Models in Literature 
Experimental 
Material Tests 
Part A: 
Fitting of Data to 
an Empirical Model 
Part B: 
Development of 
Incorporation 
Model 
Comparison, Validation and 
Drawing of Conclusions for Future 
Development 
Review of Thermal 
Data in Literature 
Experimental Tests to 
Determine Thermal 
Coefficients 
Review of Numerical 
Models in Literature 
Part C: 
Knowledge of Existing Roll 
Schedule and Measurements 
Experimental 
Rolling Tests 
Fig 5: Flowchart Representation of 1 sl Level Approach to Thesis Project. 
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Chapter 6: Part A: Material Testing 
Introduction: 
The most important factor influencing the accuracy of a numerical model to calculate roll 
forces is a thorough knowledge of the material strength characteristics as a function of 
temperature, strain and strain rate. UnJess the material concerned is accurately characterised 
in terms of its flow stress behaviour, all the numerical accuracy in the world will not yield an 
accurate roll force prediction model. 
34 
Unfortunately, very little thorough flow curve characterisation has been done experimentally 
for AISI 304 in the necessary ranges of strain, strain rate and temperature, and where 
empirical models are used, they are based on sparse and inconsistent training data. Many of 
the rolling simulation models have been constructed in such a way as to make them as generic 
as possible, enabling the user to address a wide variety of metal alloys, and roll schedules 
simply by changing a few variables and material constants in the program. However, in order 
to produce greater accuracy in force prediction, the specification of details in the process and 
complexity of accurate material description, require a simulation to be limited to a particular 
alloy at a particular industrial rolling mill. 
For tills project, the material flow characteristics were comprehensively tested in the 
appropriate range of strain rates and temperatures. Since the simulation accesses flow stress 
information as uniaxial flow stress values and because the exact relationsillp between tension 
and compression curves does not seem to have been adequately quantified, uniaxial 
compression testing was chosen as the most suitable for application for the simulation. 
Preparation of Specimens: 
Cylindrical specimens were cut from the rolled material with the length of the specimens 
corresponding to the rolling direction. The length of the specimens was constrained by the 
desired maximum strain rate and the maximum compression speed of the DSI GLEEBLE 
3500 hot compression machine, and was set to 10mm. The diameter ofthe specimens was 
made as large as could be accommodated by the anvil face diameter, and was also set to 
10mm. 
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Specimens were roughed on the lathe before being annealed at 1050°C for 25 minutes and 
water quenched. The following micrographs were taken of the annealed grain structure: 
Fig 6.1: Orthographic views of the annealed specimen microstructure 
35 
These three micrographs show the typical grain structure in each of the three orthogonal 
directions of the rolled plate after annealing. From these micrographs, the relatively equiaxed 
and uniform grain structure can be seen, indicating homogeneous grain structure. 
The specimens were then turned to a tolerance within 0.04mm and parted off. The specimen 
ends were surface ground and polished mechanically down to 1200 grit silicon carbide paper 
to achieve a tolerance within 0.05mm and an Ra value (as defined in figure 3 below) of 
0.02~m. 
1~-cE.~ ____ ------------------______ L __ --------__ --------__ ------~;'~1 , 
hl+h2+h3-··hn R
a
"" _________ _ 
L 
Where b IS the height of the profIle above or below 
the centre line at pomts at unit d istances apart. 
L Units : Sampling length. 
Fig 6.2: The defmition ofRa value for surface roughness 
This was done in an effort to minimise contact friction and thus reduce barrelling, in order to 
approximate uniaxial flow as closely as possible. Each specimen was measured to ensure 
specifications and each specimen's length and diameter was entered into the compression 
program and used in calculation of true stress and true strain. 
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Fig 6.3: A specimen in the Gleeble anvils during testing 
Processing of Specimens: 
Specimens were measured and filed with test details after compression. Barrelling coefficients 
and length coefficients (See defmitions on page 22) were calculated for the defonned 
specimens to ensure test validity. Length coefficients were typically around 0.007 which is 
well below the validity value of 0.05. Barrelling coefficients for samples tested using graphite 
foil were typically around 0.93 while the coefficients for samples tested using tantalum foil 
were typically around 0.91, both above the validity value of 0.9. 
Several deformed specimens were cut in half along the longitudinal plane and the cross-
section polished using a Struers RotoPol-22-RotoForce-4 automatic mechanical polisher. The 
cross-section was electro-polished using an acetic acid solution at 20 volts, for 15 seconds at 
room temperature. The acetic acid solution was made up as follows: 133ml acetic acid, 25g 
er03, 7ml distilled water. The cross-section was then etched using a 10% solution of oxalic 
acid at 10 volts, for 5 seconds at room temperature. Specimens were then examined under the 
Reichert MeF3A microscope using a Nomarski interference contrast to add depth appreciation 
to the microstructure. 
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The following micrographs were taken: 
Fig 6.4: Micrograph A: edge barrelling Fig 6.5: Micrograph B: surface centre 
From these micrographs the flow of the material can be seen. The point at which the material 
rolled over the circumferential edge can also be seen in the micrograph below. 
A 
v B Cl) u u ] ] 
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E-t tl 
0 
~ 
Fig 6.6: Micrograph C : stick/slip interface Fig 6.7: Micrograph Positions 
Processing of Results: 
Flow curves obtained for the material can be seen as APPENDIX A. These curves were fitted 
to an equation to give stress as a function of strain, strain rate and temperature. This was done 
in order to smooth noise on the curves and irregularity in trends of temperature and rate 
effects on the positions of the curves. A description of the formulation of this equation is 
given in the following chapter. 
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Strain Dependence 
The most complex dependence to model accurately was that of strain. Exponential 
relationships used in many equations did not fit the data well. Natural log relationships were 
more accurate, but gave negative stress values for low strains when incorporated in the final 
equation. The best fit obtained from standard equations was given by the following form: 
(]' = ao + bocO.4 + cocO.8 + doc 1.2 although, since the flow curve should pass through the 
origin, the constant ~ could be omitted, and the best fit was found using the powers: 0.38, 
0.50 and 0.83 instead of the powers: 0.4,0.8, 1.2. 
Thus the first square bracket took the form: 
Strain Rate Dependence 
The strain rate dependence of the model was investigated by comparing tests at the same 
temperature and analysing the effects of strain rate on stress, for given strains. Taking the 
natural log of the strain rate and plotting it against stress yielded a set of almost straight lines. 
Adding a constant to the Ln (&) value shifted the curves so that the fitted curve passed through 
the origin, thereby reducing the number of constants needed in solving the linear regression. 
The following plot shows the relationship: 
300 .,-- ---
• I 
250 +-----------~~~ 
l 200 +------~~---=--~ 
~ 
.. 
.. 
CII 
~ 150 +---~~------~-~ 
100+-~-----------~ 
50+---~--~--~--~~ 
2 4 6 6 10 
(Ln(strain rate)+7) 
• strain 0.05 
• strain 0.1 
• strain 0.2 
x strain 0.3 
x strain 0.4 
• strain 0.5 
+ strain 0.6 
• strain 0.7 
-Poly. (strain 
0.2) 
Fig 6.8: Plot showing rate dependence offlow stress at 950°C 
Thus the 2nd square bracket took the fonn: 
cr : (e) = [BI (Ln(e) + 7)+ B2 (Ln(e) + 7)2 ] 
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Temperature Dependence 
This was analysed similarly to the strain rate dependence. A constant was subtracted from 
temperature values to obtain curves that passed through the origin. Plotting stress vs. 
(Temperature-1S00) yielded the following set of curves, each of which could be fitted to a 
quadratic equation such as the one shown below. 
• 0.1 
• 0.2 
• 0.3 
x 0.4 
x 0.5 
• 0.6 
+ 0.7 
-Poly. (0.2) 
,--------------r 400 
f--i~+__--------_+ 350 
• 
~~~~----------4 ~ 
~~--~~~~----_4 2~~ 
~ 
-:----4 200 ~ 
-7~ -650 .~ -450 -350 ·2~ 
(Temp-1500) 
Fig 6.9: Plot showing temperature dependence of flow stress at 9S0oC 
Thus the 3rd square bracket took the form: 
(J : (T) = [c J (T - 1500) + C 2 (T - 1500) 2 ] 
Final Formulation 
The final equation became simply the product of the individual dependencies: 
(J: (c,£, T) = [ A\cO.38 + A2cO.50 + A3cO.83]{ BI (Ln(£) + 7)+ B2(Ln(£) + 7)2]{ C1 (T -1500) + C2(T - 1500)2] 
Or, by substitution: 
(J: (c,£, T)= [A1X1 + A2X2 + A)XJ[B1Y1 + B2 Y2 l[C1Z1 + c2zJ 
43 
The constants in this equation were solved in Excel using multiple linear regression (see table 
6.1). The regression obtained a 98,9% correlation to the original test data. The equation was 
then used to produce an interpolated data sheet of flow curves for 8 strain rates and 10 
temperatures for each rate, within the range of the training data, as well as curves for 1300 Dc. 
The data sheet was inserted directly into the Abaqus code and together with the specified 
Young's Modulus, resulted in a temperature and rate sensitive elasto-plastic material model. 
coefficient number 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 
variable product Y2Z2 Y2Z1 Y1Z2 Y1Z1 X3Z2 X3Z1 X2Z2 X2Z1 
cooff value -1.715E-05 -0.01206 0.0001524 0.098746 -0.01129 -8.1649 0.017322 11.1641 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
X1Z2 X1Z1 X3Y2 X3Y1 X2Y2 X2Y1 X1Y2 X1Y1 const 
-0.00555 -2.9629497 -61.1385 553.41685 87.39399 -762.541 -29.943 261.1527 -70.8188 
Table 6.1: Coefficients as solved by linear regression 
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Heat generated by plastic work was incorporated into this model using the equation: 
Where rPl denotes the heat flux added to the thermal energy balance, cr is the stress matrix, & 
is strain rate and II is a coefficient defined by the user. Note that the colon represents the sum 
of the matrix conjugate products. Specific heat and thermal expansion were also incorporated 
in the model. Values for coefficients were taken from literature. 
Heat generation due to sliding friction between the roller and billet was also included. 
All energy lost due to slipping at the billet/roller interface was assumed to be converted into 
heat energy transferred, and divided equally between the billet and roller. 
"llIl<P 2 
OIWe. erit..: 75\.) L, 
Fig 7.3: Diagram of the temperature distribution in the FEM model 
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Mass scaling was used to speed up the simulation run time by artificially increasing the mass 
of the billet elements and thus increasing the stable time increment. The value by which the 
model was scaled was chosen carefully so as to increase the computational efficiency the 
most, without causing inertia effects to cause inaccuracy in the solution. This was done by 
ensuring that the total kinetic energy (strongly affected by mass) remained less than 5% of the 
total internal energy. 
H:aLIB Whole !lodel 
- .-LoL.KB libole Koehl 
r-
10.00 l-
r-
5.00 l-
r-
Ii 0.00 
0.00 
I I 
f-
e---
e---
-
I I 
50.00 100.00 150.00 
Time 
Fig 8.1: Plot of the internal (ALLIE) and kinetic energy (ALLKE) of the model 
Due to the large noise generation in the plot of roll forces, a "soft-contact" algorithm was used 
as an attempt to model the behaviour of progressive loading pressure between two surfaces 
with asperities which deform as the surfaces come into contact. This required defming the 
degree of surface roughness (an estimate) and the desired value for pressure on non-
penetrating, fully contacting surfaces. The algorithm applied an exponentially increasing 
corrector force (maximum stiffness equal to Young's Modulus) in cases of predicted 
penetration (over-closure) of surfaces, and incorporated some damping on the corrector force 
response. contact 
pressure 
exponenlial pressure·overclosure curve ~ _ . Po 
clearance overclosure 
Fig 8.2: Plot showing the "soft contact" pressure vs distance relationship 
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Time Time 
Fig 8.3: Plot of roll forces without soft contact Fig 8.4: Plot of roll forces with soft contact 
Work was done investigating the numerical effects of manipUlating the value of the 
coefficient for corrector force damping. This was quite successful in reducing the noise 
generated in plots of rolling force. The noise seemed to increase dramatically in later passes 
due to element distortion and increasing numerical instability. However, since static recovery 
and recrystallisation are not taken into account in this project, the predictions for passes after 
the first pass would be over estimates due to these softening effects. Thus noise on these plots 
is not of significant importance. 
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Chapter 9: Results of the Proj ect 
Many of the variables in the simulation have been investigated specifically and scientifically, 
while others are merely drawn from general physical knowledge and engineering judgement. 
For those variables, whose values have been the subject of research, the results are varied 
even in each single source, resulting in a range of "acceptable" values. For other variables, 
whose values have not been directly investigated, there also exists a range of seemingly fair 
values that could be used, and these are subject to debate, since they have not been proven 
experimentally. Thus, both the thermal and mechanical results of the simulation are easily 
manipulated, by changing the values of variables within the "acceptable" range. Some of 
these effects will be discussed. 
PASS NO SLABID GAUGE IN [nun] GAUGE OtIT [mmL ROU. FORCE [k.N] ROU. VEL (mls] SURF TEMP. [OC] , 
1 3276943 202.4 164.1 14340 1.400 0 
2 3276943 164.1 129.5 17779 1.512 969 
3 3276943 129.5 94.6 22549 1.994 1037 
4 3276943 94.6 60.5 28100 2.500 1044 
5 3276943 60.5 39.0 27096 2.909 1089 
6 3276943 39.0 25.2 26529 3.399 1073 
7 3276943 25.2 20.8 18248 4.811 1044 
Table 9.1: Typical rougher mill roll schedule at Columbus Stainless 
Effects of Variable changes within the "acceptable" range 
Friction Coefficient 
The coefficient of friction in a Coulomb friction model has been shown to affect the roll 
forces quite dramatically [Ref. 43,44,45]. Lubricated coefficients range from 0.24 to 0.28, 
while unlubricated values range from 0.3 to 0.35. Since the rougher mill being modelled uses 
only water as a coolant of the rollers, the range of 0.26 to 0.34 was investigated. 
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Fig 9.1: Effect of friction coefficient on roll forces for the 1 st pass 
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It can be seen from fig 9.1 that the change in the value used during the first pass for the 
friction coefficient results in a 2.8% variation in roll force prediction. This sensitivity is also 
related to the billet and roll geometry and thus the friction coefficient sensitivity was also 
investigated on the seventh pass. 
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Fig 9.2: Effect of friction coefficient on roll forces for the 7th pass 
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As would be expected due to the longer contact length, the friction sensitivity is slightly larger 
at 4.6%. This means that the sensitivities on the friction coefficient for all the passes on the 
roughing mill should lie between 2.8 and 4.6%. 
Friction Limit 
The friction model used in the simulation set a maximum frictional force at which the shear 
yield at the interface was reached. This is an important feature in a simulation where contact 
forces result in plastic deformation. The shear yield stress was not known. It is not the same 
as the yield stress of the material as lubricant and oxide is present at the roll/billet interface. It 
was therefore estimated. 
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Fig 9.3: Effect of friction limit on roll forces for the 1st pass 
From this plot it would seem that the material shear stress at the interface is around 40 MPa, 
and that setting the friction limit higher than this value makes no difference to the roll forces. 
Element mesh refinement 
52 
A parametric study showed more effect on the noise on the roll force plot than on the roll 
force value. This effect was due to the effect f mesh refinement on the definition of the billet 
surface and the subsequent effect on contact definition used in the prediction of roll forces. 
This is a significant result, since mesh refinement drastically affects the computational 
efficiency of the simulation and means that noise smoothing using curve fitting could be used 
rather than mesh refinement as a means of obtaining an accurate result. 
Although aspect ratios of up to 10:1 can be used successfully in some applications, the closer 
the aspect ratio is to 1: 1, the better the accuracy. The internal angles of the elements should 
also be kept as close to 90° as possible. In order to model all 7 passes of the schedule, the 
original billet was meshed with an aspect ratio of 1:8 which by pass 7 became about 8: 1. 
However, for the parametric study an aspect ratio of 1:2 was used since only the 151 pass was 
studied. 
The effect of mesh refinement on the roll forces was shown by keeping the aspect ratio of the 
elements the same for all mesh versions. The number of elements in the thickness direction 
was altered and the number of elements in the length direction was calculated according to the 
element aspect ratio. 
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Fig 9.4: Effect of mesh refinement on roll forces for the 1st pass 
This plot shows that as far as the noise and accuracy ofthe roll forces are concerned, 5 or 6 
elements through the half thickness ofthe billet are enough to give an accurate value of roll 
force for the first pass. However, due to element distortion, the noise increases with each pass 
and thus more elements are needed for the later passes. 
Oxide thickness 
In the soft contact algorithm used in the simulation, the distance over which the contact force 
is applied, must be specified. This may be given physical meaning by the presence and 
thickness of the oxide layer at the rolllbillet interface. 
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Fig 9.5: Effect of oxide thickness on roll forces for the 1st pass 
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This result is understandable, since increasing the oxide thickness, increases the arc length on 
the roller over which the normal force is applied, thus increasing the total roll force. The 
oxide thickness also affects the ratio of steel to oxide and therefore the net compressibility. 
The variation in oxide layer thickness shows a 3.8% variation in roll force prediction. 
Oxide layer yield stress 
In the soft contact algorithm used in the simulation, the stress at which full contact occurs 
must be specified. This may be given physical meaning by the presence and yield stress of the 
oxide layer at the roll/billet interface. 
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Fig 9.6: Effect of oxide yield stress on roll forces for the 1st pass 
This result is understandable, since the roll forces should increase as the yield stress of the 
oxide approaches the yield stress of the billet material. After this point, increasing the oxide 
strength will make no difference to the roll force, as the billet material will yield preferentially 
to the oxide layer. The variation in oxide strength shows a 5.7% variation in roll force 
prediction. 
Comparison of thermal performance 
Validating the thermal modelling of the simulation from the roll schedule proved difficult due 
to the inaccuracy of actual measured values. The surface temperature is quite dynamic. Heat 
is lost through convection and radiation to the environment and also to the rollers. Heat is 
gained on the surface due to frictional effects, and through thickness due to plastic work done 
Thus the surfuce temperature drops as it passes through the roll gap, and heats up again in the 
interpass time due to the heat generated in the billet being conducted to the surface. 
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The above figure shows a fairly consistent drop of around 90°C as the billet passes through 
the roll gap. The average temperature drops in the early passes due to the higher losses to the 
environment and smaller % reductions, but increases slightly in later passes due to the 
reduction in heat lost to the environment and the larger reductions of later passes. 
Comparison of roll force performance 
As already outlined, the scope of this project did not include the modelling of static recovery 
and recrystallisation kinetics. However, since the finite element software was able to zero 
strain distribution at any given time, two versions of the model were formulated. The frrst 
model (version A) zeroed the strain between passes, simulating the effects of complete 
recovery and recrystallisation between passes. The second model (version B) retained strain 
between passes and thus accumulated strain for all 7 passes. It was expected that the measured 
roll forces would fall between those obtained by the two models. However this was not the 
case and roll force predictions for both models were almost identical. The close agreement of 
the roll forces between the two versions is understandable due to the early peak in the flow 
stress at high temperatures. As the simulation progresses to the later passes, the billet surface 
temperature fluctuates between 980 and 1070oC, neither steadily rising nor steadily cooling. 
Because the gauge becomes thinner towards the last pass, the centre temperature drops 
significantly. However, the centre temperature is still well above 11 OOoC and thus the peak 
stress is still found at low strains, resulting in little difference between the two versions even 
in later passes. 
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The assumption of plane strain conditions was also tested by formulating a 3-dimensional 
model with identical geometry and comparing the results of spread and roll force predictions, 
with those obtained under the 2-dimensional plane strain assumption. The spread obtained 
was small and made very little difference to the force predictions, even in later passes. Thus 
the 3D version was not used for further analysis due to its significantly longer processing 
times. 
The force predictions correlated well with the roll forces measured at the Columbus mill for 
the first 4 passes and then diverged during passes 5, 7 and 7. At first, it was thought that this 
was probably due to excessive distortion of elements in the later passes. However, it is also 
known that after descaling before the first pass, the oxide layer grows in thickness during the 
rolling process and small flakes of oxide even detach during the rolling of later passes. For 
this reason a third model was formulated with a changing friction shear limit to approximate 
the decrease in oxide adhesion strength. This shear limit was reduced in the last three passes 
progressively to a value of20 MPa in pass 7. This third model was very successful in 
matching the measured roll forces through all 7 passes. While the modelling of the oxide 
adhesion strength is lacking in experimental validation, the result does show that the roll force 
prediction is sensitive to this physical phenomenon in a way which could at least in part 
account for the discrepancy in the force predictions of the last three passes. 
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304 Stainless flow curves at rate = 10/s 
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304 Stainless flow curves at rate = 3.5/s 
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304 Stainless flow curves at rate = 1.0/s 
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304 Stainless flow curves at rate = 0.35/s 
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304 Stainless flow curves at rate = 0.1/s 
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304 Stainless flow curves at rate = 0.01/s 
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strain rate = 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
temperature = 800 850 900 950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 
main strel2s (MIl!i!l l2tr~liilii (M Il!ill stress (MIl!i!) str~ss (MIl!i!l stress (MIl!i!l stre~~ (M ll!iI) stress (M ll!iI) l2tress (Mga) ~tr~ss (Mll!a) liitr~slii (M ll!iI) 
0.005 70.92934362 70.14282679 68.24666983 65.24087275 61.12543555 55.90035821 49.56564075 42.12128316 33.56728545 23.90364761 
0.007 83.708777 82.26450409 79.70756804 76.03796886 71.25570654 65.36078108 58.35319249 50.23294076 41.00002589 30.65444789 
0.01 98.97744305 96.52762705 92.99456296 88.37825078 82.67869052 75.89588216 68.02982572 59.08052118 49.04796856 37.93216785 
0.014 115.1404928 111.3977543 106.6374812 100.8596736 94.06433147 86.25145478 77.42104354 67.57309776 56.70761743 44.82460255 
0.02 134.2654285 128.7273094 122.2899463 114.9533393 106.7174882 97.58239323 87.54805426 76.61447131 64.7816444 52.04957352 
0.026 149.6973685 14? <;?4R411 134.5768 125.8538452 116.3557768 106.0825947 95.03429888 83.21088941 70.61236626 57.23872944 
0.03 158.6101602 150.4246259 141.5463885 131.9754478 121.7118038 110.7554566 99.10640623 86.76465257 73.73019567 60.00303554 
0.04 177.583538 167.0885036 156.1004393 144.619345 132.6452208 120.1780667 107.2178827 93.76466867 79.81842474 65.37915087 
0.05 193.2478472 180.7013899 167.8499683 154.6935826 141.2322327 127.4659185 113.3946402 99.01839766 84.33719094 69.35102002 
0.06 206.6280516 192.2345312 177.7122182 163.0611125 148.2812142 133.3725233 118.3350397 103.1687634 87.87369457 72.44983305 
0.08 228.6975627 211.0836209 193.6607938 176.4290814 159.3884839 142.5390011 125.8806331 109.4133799 93.13724143 77.05221776 
0.1 246.4857013 226.1333756 206.2550879 186.8508382 167.9206265 149.4644527 131.4823169 113.9742191 96.9401593 80.38013745 
0.12 261.3280616 238.6035282 216.6053737 195.3335984 174.7882022 154.969185 135.8765469 117.5102879 99.87040793 82.95690707 
0.14 273.9971462 249.1912459 225.3384188 202.4386648 180.491984 159.4983764 139.4578419 120.3703807 102.2359926 85.05467773 
0.17 289.957738 262.4646351 236.2246111 211.2376661 187.5038 165.0230128 143.7953045 123.8206752 105.0991248 87.63065339 
0.2 303.1638069 273.401364 245.1521377 218.4161279 193.1933347 169.483758 147.2873978 126.6042541 107.434327 89.77761648 
0.25 320.7379167 287.9108409 256.9596395 227.8843125 200.68486 175.3612818 151.9135781 130.3417488 110.6457939 92.82571346 
0.3 334.2716153 299.0737928 266.0438617 235.181822 206.4876737 179.9614168 155.6030514 133.4125773 113.3899947 95.53530357 
0.35 344.8428338 307.8125242 273.1858789 240.9628979 211.1435813 183.727929 158.7159411 136.1076175 115.9029583 98.10196335 
0.4 353.1356675 314.7061157 278.8698276 245.6268032 214.9770425 186.9205455 161.4573122 138.5873426 118.3106367 100.6271945 
0.45 359.6144599 320.1440141 283.4176347 249.4353218 218.1970753 189.7028954 163.9527819 140.9467348 120.6847542 103.1668401 
0.5 364.6103849 324.4017215 287.0547303 252.5694112 220.9457642 192.1837894 166.2834866 143.244856 123.0678975 105.7526112 
0.55 368.368796 327.6818599 289.9453763 255.1593452 223.3237666 194.4386405 168.5039669 145.5197458 125.4859771 108.402661 
0.6 371.0770365 330.1381193 292.2131021 257.3019848 225.4047674 196.5214499 170.6520323 147.7965147 127.9548969 111.1271791 
0.65 372.881712 331.8900383 293.9532221 259.0712637 227.2441628 198.4719197 172. 7545341 150.0920062 130.484336 113.9315234 
0.7 373.8999112 333.0325496 295.2408658 260.5248596 228.8845311 200.3198802 174.830907 152.4176114 133.0799936 116.8180533 
0.75 374.2267704 333.6423825 296.136327 261.7086038 230.3592129 202.0881543 176.895428 154.781034 135.7449722 119.7872428 
0.8 373.9407346 333.7824921 296.6887446 262.6594922 231.6947349 203.7944726 178.9587053 157.1874331 138.480656 122.8383739 
0.85 373.1073143 333.5052083 296.9387029 263.407798 232.9124937 205.4527899 181.0286866 159.640184 141.2872818 125.9699803 
0.9 371.7818296 332.8545267 296.9201135 263.9785901 234.0299565 207.0742126 183.1113586 162.1413943 144.1643198 129.180135 
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* HEADING 
1ST ROLL - 17.2mm REDUCTION, CPE4RT 
2D ELS 
*RESTART,WRITE,NUM=6 
** BILLET DEF. 
** --------------
*NODE 
1, 0.10, 0.0 
501, 0.90, 0.0 
3007, .10, 0.1012 
3507, 0.90, 0.1012 
** 
*NGEN,NSET=BOTNDS 
1,501, 
*NGEN,NSET=TOPNDS 
3007, ,1 
** 
*NFILL,NSET=BILNDS 
BOTNDS, TOPNDS, 501 
** 
*NSET, NSET=LSIDNDS, 
1,3007, 
*NSET, NSET=RSIDNDS, GEM 
3507,501 
******************************************* 
***** 
** ELEMENT 
** 
*ELEMENT,TYPE=CPE4RT 
1, 1,2,503,502 
*ELGEN,ELSET=BILELS 
1, 500,1,1, 6,501,500 
*ELSET, ELSET~TOPELS, GEN 
3000, 
*ELSET, ELSET=MIDELS, GEN 
500 
** 
*ELSET, 
1,2501,500 
ELSET=RSIDELS, 
500, 500 
GEN 
& GEN 
******************************************* 
****** 
** PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 
*PHYSICAL CONSTANTS, ABSOLUTE ZERO=-273.15, 
STEFAN BOLTZMANN=5.669E-B 
** 
** BILLET MAT PROPS 
SECTION,ELSET=BILELS, 
1.33 
*SECTION 
NAME=COMB 
** 
HOURGLASS=COMBINED, 
*MATERIAL, RTOL=1.0, NAME=SS304 
*ELASTIC 
1. 7E11, 
1. 6E11, 
1.5E11, 
1 
1. 
1. 2E11, 
lEll, 
.0Ell, 
.OEI0, 
.OE10, 
7.0EI0, 
6.0E10, 
5.0E10, 
OElO, 
3. 
O. 
0.3, 
0.3, 
3, 
0 3, 
.3, 
0.3, 
O. 
0.3, 
.3, 
0.3, 
0.3, 
0.3, 
0.3, 
600 
650 
700 
750 
800 
850 
1000 
1050 
1100 
1150 
1300 
********************** 
*PLASTIC, HARDENING=ISOTROPIC, RATE=O.O 
Note: *plastic data is not included here 
long). See data sheet for these 
values 
*************************** 
"'DENSITY 
7865 
.9 
HEAT 
*SPECIFIC HEAT 
460.46 
"'CONDUCTIVITY 
28.9167, 
950 
31. 1000 
32.2917, 1050 
.4167, 
.5417, 1150 
.6667, 1200 
36. 1250 
37.9167, 1300 
*EXPANSION 
.E-5 
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** 
****** 
** 
** 
*NODE, NSET=ROLLND 
10000, 1.1377, 
** 
*SURFACE, TYPE=SEGMENTS, 
START, 1.1377 f 0.084 
CIRCL, 0.6547, O. 
CIRCL, .050, 
CIRCL, 1. 
CIRCL, l. O. 
** 
NAME=ROLL 
1.1377, 0.567 
.1377, 0.567 
, 0.567 
0.567 
* SURFACE, TYPE-ELEMENT, NAME-TOPSURF 
TOPELS, 
LSIDEL8, 84 
RSIDELS, S2 
*RIGID BODY, NODE~10000, 
ANALYTICAL SURFACE=ROLL,I80THERMAL=YES 
** 
******************************************* 
******** 
** INITIAL 
CONDITIONS 
** 
*INITIAL CONDITIONS, TYPE=TEMPERATURE 
.0 
10000, 100.0 
** 
******************************************* 
****** 
** STEP 1: COOLING TIME 
Ill! 1 1111 
"STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
SCALING, FACTOR=lE8, 
ELSET=BILELS 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
"BOUNDARY 
BOTNDS,YSYMM 
10000,1,2 
10000,11,11,100. 
"BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY 
6,6, .8985 
** TRANSFER 
** 
30. 10.0 TOPELS, 
* RADIATE 
TOPELS, , 30.0, 0.8 
** 
** SURFACE CONTACT 
** 
*CONTACT PAIR,MECHANICAL 
CONSTRAINT=PENALTY, 
INTERACTION=ROLL_TO_STEEL 
TOPSURF,ROLL 
*SURFACE INTERACTION,NAME=ROLL_TO STEEL 
DAMPING, DEFINITION=CRITICAL 
DAMPING FRACTION 
0.09 
CONDUCTANCE 
O. 
.OE3, 0.001 
.OE3, 0.01 
*GAP CONDUCTANCE, PRESSURE 
.OE3, 0.0 
.OE3, 1.0E6 
34.0E3, 20.0E6 
RADIATION 
o 
a 
O. .0001 
0.8, 0.001 
0.2, 0.01 
*GAP HEAT GENERATION 
1.0, 0.5 
** 
*SURFACE BEHAVIOR, PRESSURE-
OVERCLOSURE=EXPONENTIAL 
1.0E-3, 20.0E6, 200.0E9 
*FRICTION,TAUMAX-60.E6 
.3, 
** 
REQUIRED OUTPUT 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=8, 
* ELEMENT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
*NODE OUTPUT 
u, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=100 
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"ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP, TEMP, PEEQ 
"ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
*END 
** LOOPING END j! ! ~ !!! 
******************************************* 
STEP 2: init 
!!!! ! 
*STEP 
"DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,0.0001 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=lOO., 
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
* BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY 
BILNDS, 1,1, 1.35 
10000, 2.8985 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=3,TIMEMARKS=YES 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
"NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
"ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
*END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
!!!!! ! 
"* 
******************************************* 
3: 1ST PASS 
/!!/!/!! 
*" 
"STEP 
"DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,0.95 
** 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=100., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
*" BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
*BOUNDARY, OP~NEW 
BOTNDS,YSYMM 
10000,1,2 
10000,11,11, 100.0 
*BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY, 
6,6, .8985 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=8,TIMEMARKS=YES 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
"NODE OUTPUT 
HISTORY,FREQUENCY=200 
OUTPUT, 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PEP,ERV,TEMP,PEEQ 
"ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** END !!!!!!! 
******************************************* 
" 
"* STEP 4: DROP ROLLER 
!!!!! ! 
** 
"STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
"BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY 
10000,2,2,-0. 
* BOUNDARY , TYPE=VELOCITY 
BILNDS, 1,1, O. 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL~5,TIMEMARKS=YES 
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"ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
*NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
"NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
"END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
** 
!!!! ! 
******************************************* 
*** 
** STEP 5: init cond 2nd pass 
!!! ! 
** 
*STEP 
"DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,0.0001 
** 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=lOO., 
ELSET=BILELS 
"* 
** 
** 
* BOUNDARY 
10000,1,2 
** 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
*BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY 
BILNDS, 1,1, -1.446489 
** 
"OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=3,TIMEMARKS=YES 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
"NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
"ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
*END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
!!!!!!! ! 
** 
******************************************* 
*** 
** STEP 6: 2nd PASS 
!!!!!! ! 
** 
*STEP 
"DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,1.05 
** 
"FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=100., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
"BOUNDARY, OP=NEW 
BOTNDS,YSYMM 
10000,1,2 
10000,11,11, 100.0 
** 
* BOUNDARY , TYPE=VELOCITY, OP=NEW 
10000,6,6, -3.10559 
** 
"" 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=8,TIMEMARKS=YES 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
*NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=200 
"NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PEP,ERV,TEMP,PEEQ 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
"END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
!!!!!!! ! 
** 
******************************************* 
*** 
** STEP 7: DROP ROLLER 4 3rd 
pass !!! 
** 
"STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,18.99127 
** 
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*FIXED MASS 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
., 
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
* BOUNDARY , TYPE=VELOCITY 
10000,2,2,-0.000907282 
"BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY 
BILNDS, 1,1, O. 
** 
** 
"OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=5, 
PEEQ, PE, 
"NODE OUTPUT 
V, 
*OVTPVT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
"NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
"ENERGY 
ALLIE, 
** 
*END 
** LOOPING END II! ! 
******************************************* 
** STEP 8: init cond 3rd pass 
** 
"DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,0.0001 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=lOO., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
TYPE=VELOCITY 
I, 1.928652 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=3,TIMEMARKS=YES 
"'ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
*NODE NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
"'ENERGY 
.ALLIE, 
** 
*END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
!! ! 
******************************************* 
STEP 9: 3rd PASS 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,1. 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR;100., 
ELSET=BILELS 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
*BOUNDARY, OP=NEW 
BOTNDS,YSYMM 
1,2 
11, 100.0 
TYPE=VELOCITY, 
10000,6,6, 4.1407867 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERV.AL=8,TIMEMARKS=YES 
"'ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
*NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=200 
OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
OUTPUT, ELSET-MIDELS 
SP,PEP,ERV,TEMP,PEEQ 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,.ALLKE 
** 
*END STEP 
Un
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** LOOPING END 
!!!!!!! ! 
** 
******************************************* 
*** 
** STEP 10: DROP ROLLER 44th 
pass !!! 
** 
*STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,21. 5562 
** 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=le6., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
* BOUNDARY , TYPE=VELOCITY 
10000,2,2,-0.000781642 
*BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY 
BILNDS, 1,1, O. 
** 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=5,TIMEMARKS=YES 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
*NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
*END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
** 
!!!! ! 
******************************************* 
*** 
** STEP 11: init cond 4th pass 
!! t! 
** 
"STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,0.0001 
** 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=100., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
"BOUNDARY 
10000,1,2 
** 
*BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY 
BILNDS, 1,1, -2.41278 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=3,TIMEMARKS=YES 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
*NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
"END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
!!!!!!! ! 
** 
******************************************* 
*** 
** STEP 12: 4th PASS 
!!!!!! ! 
** 
*STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,1.15 
** 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=100., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
* BOUNDARY , OP=NEW 
BOTNDS,YSYMM 
10000,1,2 
10000,11,11, 100.0 
** 
* BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY, OP=NEW 
10000,6,6, -5.175983 
** 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=8,TIMEMARKS=YES 
Un
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*ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
""NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY~200 
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET~ROLLND 
RF2, 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PEP,ERV,TEMP,PEEQ 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
"END STEP 
** LOOPING 
! !! ! 
END 
** ---------------~~----
*** 
** STEP ROLLER 4 5th 
pass ! ! 
** 
*STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,23.0886 
** 
"FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=le6., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
** 
* BOUNDARY , 
10000, -0.000474346 
"BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY 
BILNDS, 1,1, O. 
** 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=5,TIMEMARKS=YES 
"NODE OUTPUT 
Uf 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
"ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** LOOPING END !!!! J 
******************************************* 
** 14 init cond 5th pass 
! ! 
** 
*STEP 
""DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,0.0001 
** 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=100., 
ELSET=BILELS 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
TYPE=VELOCITY 
2 93197 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=3,TIMEMARKS=YES 
""ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
""NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
""ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
*END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
!! !! ! ! ! ! 
** 
******************************************* 
*** 
STEP 15: 5th PASS 
! ! 
** 
"'STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,1.35 
** 
*FIXED MASS 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
• f 
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** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
* BOUNDARY , OP=NEW 
BOTNDS,YSYMM 
10000,1,2 
10000,11,11, 100.0 
** 
*BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY, OP=NEW 
10000,6,6, 6.211180124 
** 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=8,TIMEMARKS=YES 
-'ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
*NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=200 
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PEP,ERV,TEMP,PEEQ 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
*END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
!!!!!!! ! 
** 
******************************************* 
*** 
** STEP 16: DROP ROLLER 46th 
pass !! ! 
** 
"STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,28.50508 
** 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=le6., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
*BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY 
10000,2,2,-0.000249738 
* BOUNDARY , TYPE=VELOCITY 
BILNDS, 1,1, O. 
** 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=5,TIMEMARKS=YES 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
*NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
*END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
** 
81 
!!!! ! 
******************************************* 
*** 
** STEP 17: init cond 6th pass 
!!! ! 
** 
*STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,0.0001 
** 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=100., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
** 
** 
* BOUNDARY 
10000,1,2 
** 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
*BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY 
BILNDS, 1,1, -3.44841 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=3,TIMEMARKS=YES 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
*NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
*END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
! !! !! ! ! ! 
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******************************************* 
*** 
** STEP 18: 
!!!!!! ! 
** 
*STEP 
"DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,1.65 
** 
"FIXED MASS 
ELSET""BILELS 
** 
** 
** 
"BOUNDARY, 
BOTNDS,YSYMM 
10000,1, 
10000,11, 
** 
FACTOR=IOO. , 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
.0 
*BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY, OP=NEW 
10000,6,6, .2463768 
** 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=8,TIMEMARKS=YES 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ, 
"NODE 
U, 
*OUTPUT, 
"NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PEP,ERV,TEMP,PEEQ 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
STEP 
LOOPING END 
! ! 
** STEP 19: DROP ROLLER 4 
pass !!l 
*STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
.49588 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=le6., 
ELSET-BILELS 
** 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
* BOUNDARY, TYPE-VELOCITY 
BILNDS, 1, O. 
** 
"OUTPUT, FIELD, NUMBER 
INTERVAL=5,TIMEMARKS=YES 
OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
"NODE 
HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
NSET=ROLLND 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
ERV,TEMP 
OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
"END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
** 
!!!! ! 
******************************************* 
*** 
STEP 20; init 
"STEP 
*DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,0.0001 
** 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=100., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
** 
** 
"BOUNDARY 
10000,1,2 
*BOUNDARY, 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
BILNDS, 1,1, .9705 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=3,TIMEMARKS=YES 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
Un
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"NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=20 
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PE,ERV,TEMP 
"ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
*END STEP 
** LOOPING END 
!!!!!!! ! 
** 
******************************************* 
*** 
** STEP 21: 7th PASS 
!!!!!! ! 
** 
"STEP 
"DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT, EXPLICIT 
,1.25 
** 
*FIXED MASS SCALING, FACTOR=100., 
ELSET=BILELS 
** 
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
** 
* BOUNDARY, OP=NEW 
BOTNDS,YSYMM 
10000,1,2 
10000,11,11, 100.0 
** 
"BOUNDARY, TYPE=VELOCITY, OP=NEW 
10000,6,6, 10.35196687 
** 
** 
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER 
INTERVAL=8,TIMEMARKS=YES 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT 
PEEQ,MISES,PE,TEMP, 
"NODE OUTPUT 
U, 
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=200 
"NODE OUTPUT, NSET=ROLLND 
RF2, 
"ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=MIDELS 
SP,PEP,ERV,TEMP,PEEQ 
*ENERGY OUTPUT 
ALLIE,ALLKE 
** 
*END STEP 
*" LOOPING END 
!!!!!!! ! 
** 
******************************************* 
*** 
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